
A Quick Win Toolbox Training Session for Early Years Educators

How to Use Your  Observation
Reflections for Forward Planning

With Jodie Clarke - The Empowered Educator



Gather
Information...
Record Your Observation



Empowered
Observation
Tips..

First work out the

method of observation

documentation that suits

you & your  service.

Method
Don't try to do every

style of observation

method just because

you think you should.

Quantity
Look for significant moments

- if an observation isn't

authentic it makes forward

planning frustrating & a

waste of your time!

Meaningful



…..When you first start taking observations it can

be easy to fall into the trap of writing down every

little thing a child does. With experience though

you will see that it is more worthwhile to think

about what you see happening in front of you first,

engage with the child and if you feel it was

significant write it down later.

Avoid
Unnecessary
Writing





…..You're not there to just write an observation

every day. A child doesn’t want to see someone

sitting there with their head down writing notes as

they play. They want you to engage and be

involved in their play even if that just means

knowing you are there watching them and not

actually directly involved.

Notes Not
Novels



Try different styles
to see what works
for you...



It’s OK to pick 1
or 5!



Consider the time
you have available.



Whether digital or
hard copy.



Other ways you
document that are
also observations 



How to make it
meaningful to
parents & invite
children's own
voice.





Significant...
How do you know?



Did I just wish I had the camera with me to

capture that moment or did I just take 50 shots

of that experience/group/child/activity because

it blew me away?

Did I want to share that moment with a

co – worker or the parent/carer?

Did I think of a particular EYLF outcome (or

they suddenly made sense) when I saw this

particular interaction?

Questions that might help…Meaningful Observations
The more you practice the better you get at 'knowing'.

Did the moment (big or small) seem significant

in the day to day journey of the child and stand

out to you as important to record because of the

knowledge you already have of this child?



A description of a moment you might include briefly

in your reflections or daily parent communication

but not detailed enough to tell the whole story of

what was happening before and after this moment.

Getting too caught up in taking endless photos,

video or audio to include on your app or for

your observation that takes you away from

being in the moment with children.

Just a few ticks on a developmental checklist, 1

photo or a series of links to EYLF outcome

numbers or the NQS.

What is NOT meaningful?Deciding on the next step
Sometimes it's just a plain old 'moment' & that's ok!

Interrupting the experience or child’s work and

efforts to make it easier to ‘find something to

write about’ or extend further on your

observation.



Review the
Information
What is it telling you?



An observation does not tell you the full story. You

also need to interpret or clarify the information you

have collected - not just write a summary.

Interpret
Instead of
Summarising

Use your knowledge of the child, the family early

childhood development & practice to interpret &

identify developmental skills, capabilities, potential,

emerging interests and preferences.



…Evaluating children's observations should give you

the information you need to identify the child's

current strengths & interests and opportunities for

further development.

Why, What,
When & How?

Remember..sometimes it's just a moment and the

purpose isn't clear...and that's ok. The important

part is that you came to this decision after your

evaluation.



Analysis of an
Observation

1

What learning took place here? (This is where I now

reflect upon the EYLF outcomes and use the language of

that document to guide my my responses…not listing

specific numbers though.)

2
What strengths and interests can you identify from

this observation?

3

Is there anything in this observation that concerns

you from a developmental perspective? What can I

do to support the child’s learning in this area? Who

do I need to speak to about this?

Review what you have recorded….

5 Questions to Ask
Yourself

4
How could I further support and extend this child’s

interest/strength/learning journey?

Is this learning observation significant – can I plan

future experiences from this observation?

5







Record & Take
Action
Time to use the information



Empowered Ed

Add to what you already know...

When using your interpretations and summaries to
devise experiences, activities and environments which
will foster the child’s development, be sure to look
closely at the skills the child is already showing and
then plan for an activity, experience or environment
which would further develop the demonstrated skills.

You need to plan from your interpretation and
summary not just the observation.







You can now use your observations and the

information gathered from them to support not only

development and learning but also the child's

individual needs.

Organise

You have observed, reflected and identified the

learning or significant moments that took place

and now it's time to pull everything together and

plan for the next step.





This will look different for every educator and every

service but it's essential you create a process to follow

that becomes a habit and saves you time.

Your Process

Where do you write your analysis (or

'interpretations') so you can use the information

gathered for your program forward planning?







Extend
Making information count



Empowered Ed

Looking forward using the
information you have
gathered...

When you have evaluated your
observation and confirmed
where the child’s progress is,
you can then think of their next
steps.

Keep it simple..if it is a short
observation you may just add 1
activity or experience in your
forward planning. If it was a
detailed observation you might
add a number of activities to
do over a few weeks.







Simple Photo
Collage
Observation







How can I further extend this child’s learning or

interest in this area…where can we go from here?

What is my aim by providing these extension

activities? (You might like to reflect on the learning

outcomes and area here

What specific activities could I plan that might fit into

the program for not just the individual child but also

the group?

Questions to ask...Planning Extension Activities
How do we use our analysis information?

Do I need to plan for an intentional teaching

experience or just provide the environment and

resources required?

When do I plan to put this particular extension into

the program?Is this extension a short term or long

term goal?









Was the child interested in the experiences

provided?

Was there any parent feedback or input

regarding this experience?

Did the group join in the planned activity,

experience, intentional teaching opportunity?

How?

Questions to ask...Planned Activity Evaluation 
A brief summary of anything significant

What would I try differently next time?

Can I extend or further challenge?

Were there learning outcomes met? Were they

different from those I originally planned for?





You made it!



What
Action Will
You Take
Now?

Time to review the slide guide and create your

own 'process' to move forward with!

Write down 3 areas to do with your forward

planning steps you want to strengthen or

change over the next month and decide what

will help you get there.



Thanks for
Watching


